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Having Frosty Feelings?
sit down next to a warm
toasty fire with The Oracle
News!
A new
course has
been
The Pittsburgh
added to
Public Theater’s
the college
28th Annual
courses
Shakespeare
offered here
Monologue &
at
Rochester!
The
Scene Contest
Community College of
was not held live but through video submissions
like last year, due to the ongoing pandemic.
Beaver County has
According to their website, this tradition started
approved a course for
over 20 years ago with only 75 students
future teachers to register
participating. As of today, it has grown to over
and attend in the
1,000 students entering from over 100 schools in
education discipline
Pennsylvania, Ohio & West Virginia. This was
January’s F.E.A.’s
called, the Foundations of
Rochy’s rst time entering the contest under the
Teacher of the Month was Education - the course will
guidance of Ms. Perelman and her Honors
cover the basics of
English 10 students spent the entire month of
Ms. Busse!
teaching, the theories
January to prepare and memorize their lines.
behind the practices
The students had to memorize as many as 40 lines
taught in the classroom,
each in a scene submission! It was not easy, they
and the future teacher
soon found out. The rules state that a monologue
only needs to consist of 20 lines for a contest entry
students will learn to
- and under 2 minutes in length. We had a few
write
outstanding performances that made it to the nal
lesson
submission! The purpose behind this cherished
plans and
event is to instill a love for theater and an
earn 3
appreciation for Shakespeare’s works. I’m sure the
college
Bard himself would have been proud of our
credits by completing the
students!
year long course.
https://www.facebook.com/PPTShakespeare
If interested, please contact
Visit their Facebook page for more information
Photo by Ms. Perelman
Ms. Perelman or Mr. Proctor
and to view all nalists - Announced on February
for scheduling our newest
28th at 7:00 PM!
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course!

Staff writer, Ashley Barbour

Future of Mankind

When I was younger
my dad used to take me
to Moraine State park
and a bunch of other
places to take my little
sister and I shing. I
feel truly connected to
Picture from Pexels
the outdoor experience
because I love
breathing in the fresh
air and the smell of freshly rained on dirt. The
outdoors is one of my safe spaces that make
me feel like no one can ever hurt me. But
what will the outdoor experience look like in
the future? With the current state of our
climate and weather patterns I fear we may
lose the free spirited, rustic environment that
is the outdoors. With climate change there are
more deadly res, hurricanes, and other
extreme weather as of current times. I fear
my children will never have the chance to
experience the wonderment of the outdoors
and shing in the rain. What will the outdoors
mean sixty years from now? I have an
anxious thought running through my
head. That being said, deforestation is going
to be way too common. The population
continues to skyrocket, even through a whole
pandemic, and more people means they will
need more places to live. We will run out of
clean air to breathe with less trees to produce
oxygen. I am emotionally attached to the
outdoors and hope the future generations
don’t screw up the environment.

Staff Writer, Abigail Martin
What will life be like in the next 50, 60 years?
Will common things we see everyday like books
and newspapers even exist anymore? I
personally would be disappointed if we did
everything in life digitally in the future. There’s
nothing like the thrill of getting a new book,
ipping the pages, and smelling that “new book
smell.” What will happen to our museums and
art galleries? It wouldn’t be the same if we were
only left with digital tours on YouTube. What is
the future of recreational activities like sporting
events? Will those just be broadcasted on TV and
iPads? That cannot even come close to the
excitement of getting the pulled pork nachos at
PNC Park! It is also important to consider how a
totally tech world would impact us as people.
Social skills would drastically decline. People
wouldn’t know what to do when they actually
have to talk to someone, not just type a quick
response with ten different emojis. There has
been controversy surrounding the “iPad kids”,
the name for the recent generation of children
who have had iPads pretty much since birth.
They’re quite noticeable in public; the kids who
scream, cry, and do pretty much anything until
their parents hand over the iPad. If everything is
digital in the future, we’ll all be iPad kids. We
won’t know how to behave without technology.
I’m open to change, but some things need to just
stay the same.

Picture From MyFavoriteWallpaper.com
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The Winter Semi Dance on February 5th
was cancelled due to unforeseen
circumstances so it is still on. It is
rescheduled for February 19th, 2022. So
get your dresses and suits ready because
the dance is going to be a blast.
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The Future of Things
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Basketball at Rochy this Year
Staff writer, Aeniya Durham

Staff writer, Allie Spade

This year has de nitely been better than last
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year when considering our sporting events as
spectators! The crowd seems more relaxed and
normal when cheering our Rams on from the
bleachers! Although the start of the season
was rocky, because of the relentless Omicron
virus,
causing a
few hiccups the games
were on
track for
most of the
season as far
as the
schedule
went. The
Rochester
Rams Girls
Photo by Coach Sam Laure
Varsity
Basketball
season was
very successful with 15 wins and 4 losses. The
most challenging game this whole season was
against Blackhawk and their least
challenging game was against Bishop
Canevin. The most exciting game was our
home game against Union, last week with a
huge crowd
cheering on
the Lady
Rams and
the nal
score Rams
44 -31.
The
Rochester
Rams Boys
Varsity
Basketball
Team
basketball
season was
interesting
with 8 wins
Picture took by Ms. Perelman
and 10 losses
with their
hardest game being against Quip. The seniors
will be missed but we still have track, baseball
& softball seasons coming up!
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Mental Health Help
Is depression seasonal or all the time? What
about anxiety too? These two work together;
partners in crime within your head. It’s the
perspective of self vs. self. These feelings can be
as mild as feeling like you don’t want to get out of
bed -to things that are unimaginable. Things you
never felt or have done before. Whether you get
help or not is your choice, but we shouldn’t be
alone. In that headspace you may think you are
all alone and nobody likes you, but in reality
most of us think the same thing. We can be
insecure, hurting in one way or another, and
overwhelmed. Your mind is a wonderful thing,
but we let it overcome us. We need to learn how
to control it. Our minds are anti heroes, it can
save us or turn against us. Can we stop it? If so,
think about how you can help yourself. Helping
yourself doesn’t mean you're weak, it only
means that you're strong enough to accept how
you feel. There are a lot of “solutions” that people
go to like: smoking, alcohol, drugs, and more.
Teens should not have to deal with the pressure
of doing any of this. It’s not fair to us. It’s not fair
to the people around us, even adults. If you nd
yourself
pondering
your
worth,
don’t.
That’s the
simple
answer
right? No,
it’s only
going to
make you
think
Photo from Pexels
more
about it.
Pondering
self worth is normal. That’s okay, but you need
to know you are worth it. After you have read
this article I hope you take a step back and look

If you need HELP, call 1-800-852-8336 Teen Line .org
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Left to Right: Ms. Perelman, Abi Hohman, Aneyia
Durham, Nevaeh Williams, Allie Spade, Ashley
Barbour, & Abigail Martin.

Groundhog Day News!!!
Punxsutawney Phil has decided that the winter is not done with us
yet! He spotted his shadow on February 2nd and that means we will
have six more weeks of frost and frigid temps! Did you know that the
location of his home is called
Gobbler’s Knob? Did you also
know that Phil has been
making predictions about our
winters since 1887! Of course,
many “Phils” have been making
those predictions throughout
the years! Phil’s caretakers
are called the “Inner Circle”
and consist of 15 members
from the community who make
sure he is well taken care of as he awaits his shining moment each
year. Some people don’t know that other names for a groundhog are
whistle pigs and woodchucks! In March, they completely leave
hibernation and eventually lose 30% of their body fat from their winter
slumber. Hopefully, you nd a time to watch the 1993 movie
Groundhog Day with Bill Murray and appreciate the love of
Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania, since we are only 2 hours away!

Spirit Week in Middle School
Layout Designer, Abi Hohman
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Middle School in Rochester had fun doing
their spirit week just like the high school. We
work as a team to show off our spirit to our
friends and our school pride. Let’s go Rochy.

The Oracle
Mission
Statement
The Oracle is a
student run
newspaper that
writes to inform, to
educate, to
entertain, and to
provide multiple
viewpoints for our
community and all
Rochester High
School students and
staff.

If you would like
to submit an
article 250 words
or less to be
published in The
Oracle, please
email your
submission with
an original
photograph to
perelmanv@rasd.o
rg with “The
Oracle” in the
subject line.
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My Meant to Be
By Abigail Martin

Like birds of a feather, We’ll Stick together,
Through the thick and the thin, in every loss
and every
win, In the
ups and
downs, And
the unsold
ground, In
every smile
and every
tear, In
every
triumph and
every fear,
In my bad
From Finecraftguild.com
days, You
are in my
good day, In my storms, You are my sun
rays, And in my uncertainty, I am sure of
one thing, You are my meant to be.

The Future Educators Club
honored our school nurses
on National School Nurse’s
Day by decorating their
doors and bringing them a
few treats!
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Howling Embroidery is a
student run business by
senior, Abigail Hohman
who designs and makes
jewelry and other
beautiful creations.

Flames and Snow
By Bronc Tomochak

Glistening and shining, Fluttering and
apping, hot to the touch, What comes
to mind, Must be a portal, Towards a
neverland, That is everything ,Yet
never seen by others, That burning you
saw earlier, Was it lava or ice, Heat or
chills, Fire or snow, Whatever you saw,
If you would not mind, Share it with
someone, Whether it be a parent, A
friend, A teacher, Fire and snow still are
opposed, Yet their natural ways, Always
show the same, The beauty, And the
heat, that heat can be hot or cold, Yet is
felt in the minds, And the souls of many.
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Spirit Week
Monday : PJ Day
Tuesday : Twin Day
Wednesday : USA Color Day
Thursday : Decade Day
Friday : Ram-Strong Day

My Opinion on Spirit Week
Layout Designer, Abi Hohman

Spirit Week is a fun weekly event that we have twice a year
to build spirit among our student body and staff. It shows
that we have lots of spirit in our school. We hold a contest
each day for the student with the most spirit. But
sometimes Spirit Week gets stale because it is the same
thing over and over again. How can we change this?
Survey the students!The students should have some say in
what gets chosen each year!This is mostly because it is the
students who make up the school by majority. Students
should have the ability to choose and decide what themes
are once in a while, is it too much to ask for a compromise?

